Addendum "A" Squadding and Qualifying
In the club matches preceding the "Teddy Roosevelt Match", relays will be assigned and benches drawn in
the order that entries are received.
Your highest score shot in the club matches for the class you are participating in will be used as the
"Qualifying" score for that class in the "Teddy Roosevelt Match". If you shoot multiple classes you will use
the score shot in that class to determine where you qualify. For example, you cannot use an Unlimited
Rifle qualifying score for squadding your Sporter Rifle entry.
Highest overall score will get 1st pick of relay and bench, the 2nd highest score will get 2nd pick and so
on till a maximum of 3 relays are full. Any open relays and benches after the qualified entries are
squadded will be available for "Wild Card" entries. “Wild Card” entries are those persons that have not
shot a qualifying score in current season club matches. “Wild Card” entries will be squadded in the order
they are received.
Addendum "B" Substitute Equipment
As long as a rifle meets the rules for the class you are shooting in, you may substitute it with the rifle you
are shooting at any time, even in the middle of a target as long as you follow safety protocol. No
additional match time will be granted to make such substitution(s).
Addendum "C" Combined classes
If there is only 1 entry for a class, that entry will be moved up into the next higher class for that
match. However, any match points earned will still be applied towards the club championship in the class
the rifle actually qualifies for. Examples: 1] If there is only one shooter registered to shoot in the Squirrel
Rifle Class on match day, that shooter will compete with Sporter Rifle Class shooters (one class up, 5 to 4).
Match points earned will be added to their Squirrel Rifle Class record. 2] If there is only one shooter
registered to shoot in the Sporter Rifle Class on match day, that shooter will compete with Limited Rifle
Class shooters (one class up, 4 to 3). Match points earned will be added to their Sporter Rifle Class record.
Etc.
The class order shall be as follows:
1 Unlimited Bolt Rifle
2 Unlimited Non-Bolt Rifle
3 Limited Rifle
4 Sporter Rifle
5 Squirrel Rifle
Addendum "D" Pistols
Pistols competing in any of the rifle classes will follow the same rules as the rifles in that class.

